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RMKS/1. In accordance with reference (a), the Chief of Navy Reserve
requires widest dissemination throughout the Selected Reserve
(SELRES) Hospital Corpsman (HM) community to prioritize training
requests aligned to the following critical Navy Enlisted
Classification (NEC) requirements. * Indicates training that also
correlates to an accredited program recognized in private sector
healthcare.
a. L06A Cardiovascular Technician*
b. L08A Bio-Medical Equipment Technician
c. L11A Fleet Marine Force Reconnaissance Corpsman
d. L17A Advanced X-Ray Technician*
e. L18A Electroneurodiagnostic Technologist*
f. L20A Physical Therapy Technician
g. L22A Pharmacy Technician*
h. L23A Surgical Technologist*
i. L24A Behavioral Health Technician
j. L26A Orthopedic Technician
k. L31A Medical Laboratory Technician*
I. L32A Respiratory Therapist*
m. L37A Dental Laboratory Technician (Advanced)*

2. Background. In 2020, the SELRES HM community answered the call to join the fight against COVID-19 through partnership with active duty counterparts at sites around the country. The mass activation for humanitarian support was a demonstration of the capabilities that make Naval Medicine uniquely qualified in the expeditionary mission set. The activation provided real-time feedback of the required skillsets necessary to fight on Day One, which are driving the need for more Sailors trained in advanced technical fields. Advanced technical training is a tremendous opportunity to earn qualifications that are valuable to individual Sailor's career development and to the Navy. Many of the advanced technical training opportunities are accredited programs that offer civilian job marketability and navy career continuity.

3. Guidance. In alignment with reference (a), the Navy Reserve Fighting Instructions (NRFI), the Navy Bureau of Medicine and Surgery (BUMED) Commander's intent is to train the HM community in the skillsets required to "Mobilize to Billet."

   a. Direction to Commanders and Commanding Officers is as follows:

   (1) Identify Sailors within your Commands that are assigned in a billet with primary or secondary NEC's listed in para. 1.

   (2) Ensure Sailors assigned have the required NEC for their assigned billet. If a Sailor has completed the requisite "C" school but doesn't have the NEC reflected in their official record, Sailors (via their chain of command, Command Career Counselor and ECM) will submit a NAVPERS 1221-6 with proof of training completion to Commander, Navy Personnel Command (PERS-4013) to update their record with the NEC.

   (3) Sailors who have not previously earned the requisite NEC shall submit a "C" school request and complete packet via their chain of command and Navy Reserve Activity (N7) to the BUMED N1R SELRES HM Reserve Affairs Chief for review and quota control within 90 days of the release of this message.

   a. Per reference (b), Sailors assigned to billets with a RFAS code containing "AB" must sign a NAVPERS 1070/613 and earn the required NEC within the time period designated by the Program Manager.

   b. For C-school package submission information visit: https://community.max.gov/display/test/C-Schools+Matters

   c. BUMED N1R will notify the Sailor's Chain of Command and Unit Career Counselor if unable to secure a training quota (due to non-availability of seats) and for further coordination.
Note: Quotas are limited for several "C" schools and will be issued on a first come first served basis. Packets of Sailors unable to obtain a quota immediately will be kept on stand-by in the event further quotas come available.

d. As the above referenced NECs are critical wartime requirements, if a Sailor occupying an NEC-required mobilization billet is unable to commit to the required training, the Sailor shall submit a PRD modification request in MNA immediately to ensure fair opportunity for others. NRA or Unit Command Career Counselors can assist with PRD modification.

e. It is required that individuals interested in L11A contact the Fleet Marine Recon Senior Enlisted Leader (SEL) to verify screening potential based on physical competency requirements.

4. Aligning with the NRFI Train the Force Line of Effort, we will move out immediately on ensuring our Sailors are ready to mobilize on Day One. It is imperative that we have the portfolio of skill sets within our enlisted ranks necessary to mobilize as a Force to our warfighting roles.

5. Points of Contact:

a. Navy Bureau of Medicine and Surgery N1R SELRES HM Reserve Affairs Chief:
HMCS Emily L. Espinoza, Emily.l.espinoza(at)health.mil.

b. BUMED N1R C-School Email Distro for Package submission:
usn.ncr.bumedfchva.list.reserve-schools(at)health.mil.

c. PERS-4013 NEC Record Update Requests, mailto:
MILL_NEC_REQUEST(at)navy.mil

d. Reserve ECM SELRES HM Technical Advisor (TA):
PSC (SW) A. J. Justiniano, anthony.j.justiniano.mil(at)us.navy.mil.

e. BUPERS-352 Reserve Enlisted Community Manager (ECM):
CDR Johnathon D. Wainwright, johnathon.d.wainwright.mil(at)us.navy.mil.

HM1 Saxton, christopher.saxton(at)usmc.mil

6. Released by RADM Michael J. Steffen, Deputy Commander, Navy Reserve Force.
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